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01. ABSTRACT

COLOMBIA PARTICIPA

ABSTRACT
ENGLISH VERSION

Nowadays the Colombian country is facing a recurrent
phenomenon occurring among their youngsters, people in ages
between 14 and 28. It is the lack of participation in democratic
instances created by the government to accomplish a better
comprehension and acceptability of policies, projects and laws.
Although youngsters are high skilled to interact with the new
generation of communications channels, they are not taking
advantage of this ability to get in contact with government
policies. During the development of this work it has been carried
out a framework investigation on public policy programs, aiming
to understand which failures and drawbacks were causing the
lack of citizen participation phenomenon. Communication
strategies and transmission of knowledge turns out to be the
root of this issue, therefore the proposition of this work is the
creation of an experimental lab managed and operated by a
university which will be focused on the inclusion of youngsters
and therefore students will have the higher level of involvement.
The key touchpoints produced by this experimental lab will be
the promotion of workshops to involve the community, events
to endorse programs and policies launched by government,
reports in specific fields to exchange and generate knowledge
and finally a newspaper focused in the provision of information
as simple as needed that youngsters come to understand
those public policies specifically related with the expenditure of
publics funds. Why the public funds expenditure? Colombia is a
country with a sizeable problem of corruption and youngsters
have shown their interest in this topic trough social media.
Colombia Participa is considering their enthusiasm as a starting
point to get in touch with them and contribute to achieve a
higher youngster’s participation ratio.
. 19
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ABSTRACT
ITALIAN VERSION

Al giorno d’oggi la Colombia si trova ad affrontare un fenomeno
ricorrente che si verifica tra i giovani di età compresa tra 14 e
28 anni. Si tratta della mancanza di partecipazione, nei casi
democratici creati dal governo, per la realizzazione di una
migliore comprensione e accettabilità di politiche, progetti e
leggi. Anche se i giovani sono altamente qualificati per interagire
con la nuova generazione di canali di comunicazione, non
stanno approfittando della capacità di entrare in contatto con
le politiche governative. Durante lo sviluppo di questo lavoro è
stata effettuata un’indagine sui programmi di politiche pubbliche,
al fine di capire quali guasti e inconvenienti stavano causando
la mancanza di partecipazione dei cittadini al fenomeno. Le
strategie di comunicazione e trasmissione della conoscenza
risultano essere la radice di questo problema, quindi, la
proposizione di questo lavoro è la creazione di un laboratorio
di sperimentazione diretta e gestita da una università, che sarà
incentrato sull’inclusione dei giovani e, pertanto, verrò riservato
agli studenti il più alto livello di coinvolgimento. I punti di contatto
principali prodotti da questo laboratorio sperimentale saranno: la
promozione di workshop per coinvolgere la comunità, gli eventi
per approvare i programmi e le politiche avviate dal governo, i
rapporti in campi specifici per scambiare e generare conoscenza
e, infine, un giornale focalizzato sulla fornitura di informazioni in
modo semplice, necessario affinchè i giovani capiscano quelle
politiche pubbliche specificamente connesse con la spesa dei
fondi pubblici. Perché la spesa di fondi pubblici? La Colombia
è un paese con un problema di corruzione considerevole
e i giovani hanno mostrato il loro interesse per questo tema
attraverso i social media. “Colombia PARTECIPA” sta prendendo
in considerazione il loro entusiasmo come punto di partenza
per entrare in contatto con loro e contribuire a raggiungere un
rapporto di partecipazione più alto tra i ragazzi.
. 21
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02. DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM

SCHEDULE OF THE PROJECT
Month
TIME

FEBRUARY
Project week
Calendar week

MARCH

APRIL

w1

w2

w3

w4

w5

w6

w7

w8

w9

w 10

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

CHARACTERIZATION
Examination of a topic
Exploration of topic in Colombia
Description of the Colombian context
Analysis of the target population
Description of the youngsters

DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM
Analysis of the assumptions

PHASE 1

Formulation of the Hypothesis
Description of the Colombian Government
Determination of Methodology

CASE STUDY INVESTIGATION
Search of case study examples
Analysis of case study examples
Elaboration of the Ladder of participation
Purpose Distribution and Practices Matrix
Analysis and conclusion of case studies
International case study research
Analysis of international case studies

DESIGN BRIEF
Delimitation of design Opportunities
Proposition of Vision and Motivation

STRUCTURE OF THE LAB
Investigation of Universidas de Los Andes
Formulation of Organizational Chart

PHASE 2
Research about Governance Partnerships

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
Concept Development
Construction of Design tools
Design of Editorial Touchpoint
Structure of topic schedulable for the Lab
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MAY

JUNE

JULY

w 11

w 12

w 13

w 14

w 15

w 16

w 17

w 18

w 19

w 20

w 21

w 22

w 23

w 24

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30
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03. INTRODUCTION
TO THE SUBJECT MATTER

COLOMBIA PARTICIPA

COLOMBIA
Colombia is a country located in the north occidental part of
South America. It is composed by 32 departments and the
Capital District of Bogotá which is a special district and the
capital of the country. Colombia is the only country in South
America that has exit and coasts in two oceans, the Pacific
Ocean on the west and with the Atlantic Ocean on the north.
This situation makes of Colombia an important node in the
global economy. Colombia the fourth biggest country on
South America by its area and a total number of inhabitants
around 47 million. Colombia has a multicultural population in
regions and ethnicities. Its population in majority is a result of
interbreeding between European, indigenous and African, with
indigenous and black minorities. The gross domestic product
GDP of Colombia ranks fourth in Latin America and twentyeighth worldwide.

Bogotá

Grahp #1
Location of
Colombia
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Colombia

DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTEXT
COLOMBIA AS A WEAK CONTEXT
The first plausible concept this work will introduce is the weak
context interpretation.
Colombia is considered a weak context because of an abundant
lack of social capital. Social capital is defined as “Features of
social life, networks, norms and trust that enable participants
to act together more effectively to pursue shared objectives”
(Putnam, 1993).
Due to these situation the challenge is to promote a life with
opportunities in education, health and participation for all the
Colombian citizens. Most important is perceiving youth not as a
problem but recognizing them as rights-holders and agents of
positive change. However young population had been treated
unfairly even in some cases with violence as it can be seen in
the following piece:
“...young people have been recruited as soldiers, affected by
landmines, killed extra judicially as ‘false positives’, used as
informers and sex workers within the armed groups or urban
gangs, and forcefully displaced.” (OECD, 2015).
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THE YOUNGSTERS PROFILE
Having said that it is necessary to proceed with the
characterization of the youngster’s profile, to make it is relevant
to have a definition in the international panorama that in this case
is provided by Unesco: “Youth” is best understood as a period
of transition from the dependence of childhood to adulthood’s
independence and awareness of our interdependence as
members of a community. (UNESCO, 2016).
Then looking at the Colombian National Constitution we get
this definition: “A person between 14 and 28 years of age in
the process of consolidating its intellectual, physical, moral,
economic, social and cultural autonomy that is part of a political
community and its citizenship” (Art 5).
Afterwards the second exercise performed to understand the
profile of youngsters is to find and understand the essence of
their personality. Thus there are some relevant determinants in
the definition of youngster’s profile, described in the following
lines:
01. Self-confidence.
02. They value their personal time.
03. They have different interests and try to cover them all.
04. “Natural” relationship with technology. Digital native.
05. They want autonomy.
06. They have a concern on the political situation of Colombia,
but don’t do anything.
07. They do not trust institutions.
08. They have no respect for formal authority.
09. Uncomplicated personal relationships.
. 31

Some figures about youngsters

.73% of Colombians known citizen participation.
.78% of youngsters (18-25) does not participate

in any

organization, group or event.
.26% of youngsters (18-25) do not know the formal mechanisms
of citizen participation.
.91% of youngsters (18-25) use social networks daily.
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ANALYSIS OF YOUNGSTERS PROFILE
These are the most relevant characteristics that differentiate this
generation. Most of them are generated by the results they have
seen in their parent’s lives, in the past century, two very important
values desired by the vast majority were jobs and stability,
nevertheless the combination of these circumstances were not
too often a synonym of success. Therefore youngsters value
highly their personal time, wish to have different interest and are
self-confidents, changing and adapt to new experiences is one
of the more relevant skills in them as wells as their autonomy.
Second, it is suitable to highlight the relationship they have
with technology. Born in an era with great communications
availability, witnessing the evolution of digital world but most
important having this tool as their first resource to discover the
world. This makes them to be an advantaged group. Thanks to
widespread information today they have the ability to know by
firsthand the news and events in the political arena, every day
this area is more and more exposed generating a strong sense
of indignation and rejection because of the corruption and
injustice. This feeling make them to be very suspicious about
governmental institutions and authority. If we have a look to
the nature of youngsters it seems to be the perfect occasion
to encourage them to perform an active participation. They
are skilled, autonomous, have the willingness to change and
most important they do not trust nor value the governmental
institutions. Anyone looking at this picture could assume that
they are actively participating on those instances provided by the
government to increase democracy and make surveillance of
the public resources. Nevertheless, youngsters in Colombia are
engaged in the participation, they are participating in the social
media even they have demonstrated their general discontent
there but unfortunately those are not governmental spaces.
. 33
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04. DEFINITION OF
THE PROBLEM

COLOMBIA PARTICIPA

HYPOTHESIS
Going further the aim of this work was to find out which are
the reasons of this phenomenon, various hypothesis appear
to be an explanation. First one, is a general believing among
civil population in Colombia: the Colombian government is not
creating enough spaces to promote the social participation.
Then the next action in this work is making a research to verify
if this supposition is true, to develop this stage it is crucial to
understand the way Colombian government works, their
political organization and the different bodies that compound
its structure.
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COLOMBIAN GOVERNMENTAL
STRUCTURE
Colombia has a democratic way of government. Citizens have
the right to vote and they give power to politician to rule the
country, however the suffrage is not compulsory and the county
has one of the biggest rates of abstention in South America.
This a concern among the political class, the civil society and
our target group youngsters. The National Constitution of 1991
determines and regulate the laws, rights and duties of citizens.
The public power is organized in three different branches:

.Legislative Branch: The Congress of the republic is in charge
of the production and modification of existing laws.
.Executive Branch: These are the actors in charge of the
execution of laws, to this category belong The President,
Ministries, Governors and Mayors.
.Judicial Branch: Administration and resolution of conflicts,
to this branch belong the Supreme Court of Justice, The
Constitutional Court, The council of State, courts and judges.
For the purpose of this piece or work it is very useful to focus
the efforts in the Executive Branch because it has a simple but
efficient delimitation of levels in the territorial scale which are:

.National:

Represented by ministries in charge of national
interest issues like health, justice, education, defense, work,
agriculture, treasury and so forth.
.Regional: Represented by governors ruling each one of the 32
regional departments.
.Local: In this level we find the mayors of cities and towns.
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DETERMINATION OF THE METHOLOGY
This territorial division allows us to identify the more accurate
and simple way to perform this research. This work will search
policies, projects and programs in the national, regional and
local level, addressed to endorse the active participation on
citizens. Thus the methodology defined for this stage will be:
the consideration of study cases at different territorial levels
performing an analysis of the following categories.

.Description

of the project: Present the case and its goals
likewise the target population.
.Identification of Key actors: Determine the owners of the
process, the executors and the kind of population and
participants.
.Points of interest: Visualize if there is a sort of innovation or
significant achievement in terms of citizens participation.
.Evaluation of opportunities and weakness: Identify the strengths
and advantages of the projects but also to realize if there are
factors that could threat their success.
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CASE STUDY INVESTIGATION
For the development of this stage this work will take a deep
look into the executive bodies on different territorial levels
searching policies, designated to promote social participation.
During the progress of this investigation a key aspect turns out
to be determinant: policies and programs are predominantly
addressed to urbanized area, aiming to solve urban issues and
their problematic areas. A fundamental characteristic in this part
should be taken into account:
“Colombia is has a highly urbanized population, 75% of its
inhabitants are living in cities despite the fact that a huge portion
of the territory is still rural.” (World Bank, 2015).
This condition provides us an important idea about the territorial
level in which participation programs are designed: Local
governments, mayoralties, especially those in the bigger cities
but also national level bodies are concerned about this feature.
Recurrent areas that policies want to advance are the following
areas.

.Innovation and Network of cities
.Citizen participation
.Observatories of local neighborhoods
.Education supply and healthcare systems
.Environmental preservation
.Built environment and urban planning
.Cultural manifestations
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COLOMBIA, Bogotà

www.obs.colombiajoven.gov.co/Default.aspx

Juaco

vWHAT IS THIS PROJECT

Juaco is a technology platform specializing in adolescence and
Colombian youth. Shares and m anages i nformation o n the
reality of the 12.5 million young people living in the country.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
To have a tool in which all stakeholders in the youth situation in Colombia to find informayoung people, which will allow social organizations, the state and citizens to understand,
responses to ensure the full realization of youth citizenship status.

Case study #1
JUACO
improving access
to knowledge/
information
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KEY ACTORS:
Program o f the Presidency f or young people, Y oung population in C olombia,
Ministry of Govern.
MAIN POINT OF INTEREST/INNOVATION:

Access technical, methodological and legal for the treatment of various topics with a focus on youth

OPPORTUNITIES/WEAKNESS:
+ Colombia is a country wiht a high percentage of people in youth ages.
- Lack of acknowlegement among yougn people - Lack of interest due to non divuvlgation.

COLOMBIA

www.redcomovamos.org/

Red Colombiana de Ciudades Cómo Vamos
WHAT IS THIS PROJECT

RCCC was born with the purpose of generating reliable,
unbiased and comparable information about city issues,
quality of life and citizen participation.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
Network generates knowledge about quality of life in the city and is a benchmark
for governments in their task of planning. It is also a bridge for citizens to be linked
to the development of the city through the information about the transformations
that they live and the challenges they face. This is achieved in stages of debate on
issues of public interest.
KEY ACTORS:
Entities, RCCCV, citizens, government and private institutions.

MAIN POINT OF INTEREST/INNOVATION:
Network between private and public institutions and the government.
OPPORTUNITIES/WEAKNESS:
+ Measuring the quality of urban life is essential to the progress, challenges and prospects of the city and how the
government, private organizations and citizens contribute to the welfare of all.
- Lack of promotion and dissemination.

Case study #2
Red Colombiana
de Ciudades
Cómo Vamos
improving access
to knowledge/
information
. 42
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COLOMBIA, Bogotá

www.//bogotaabierta.co/

Bogota Abierta
WHAT IS THIS PROJECT

Space open to the citizens og Bogota to give them the
opportunity of sahre their ideas about the Development
Plan of the city for the mayoralty period 2016-2020.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
The main idea of this project is to collect ideas coming form citizens of Bogota for the development
of the three pillars: Quality of life equality, Urban Democracy and Community construction through
the accomplishment o f four a xes which are: N ew t erritorial o rganization, e conomic development,
environmental sustainability and legitimize the goverment. Began in jenuary 01/16 and uo to knwo it
has more than 20.000 contributions from citizens to improve a variety of issues in the city.

Case study #3
Bogotá Abierta
practitioners and
participants skills

KEY ACTORS:
Mayoralty of Bogota, Communities in the problematic neighborhoods, citizens in
general.
MAIN POINT OF INTEREST/INNOVATION:
Open uo the space for citizens to take part in the proposition of ideas to improve the city quiality of life.

OPPORTUNITIES/WEAKNESS:
+ Easy internet platform, clear ideas and challenges to participate
- Lack of interest and participation among the citizens.
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http://www.mimedellin.org/

Mi Medellin

WHAT IS THIS PROJECT

Medellin is a Citizen Co-creation platform where
ideas and i nspiration are all part o f the
transformation of our city.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
My Medellin recognizes and formulated with your help, priority issues that need ideas of citizens for
their successful completion. The citizens of Medellin and the world are invited to participate in the
formulation of new ideas and projects that respond to each of the threads. Through social technologies, citizens have the ability to vote, filter, and share the ideas of others while at the same time earn
points
(Medallos) to become leaders of civic co-creation.

KEY ACTORS:
Medellin Mayoralty, Medellin Inteligent City Organization, Coorporation Route N,
Medellin Citizens
MAIN POINT OF INTEREST/INNOVATION:
Urban Co-Creation: Integrate the talents of the citizens.
OPPORTUNITIES/WEAKNESS:

Case study #4
Mi Medellín
practitioners and
participants skills

- Low level of divulgation and lack of ebgagement in the citizens.
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COLOMBIA, Bogotá

http://www.bogotacomovamos.org/

Bogotá Cómo Vamos
WHAT IS THIS PROJECT

We are a citizen of tracking and monitoring changes in the quality o f life o f the city and t o the
Council of Bogotá exercise.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
The work of Bogotá Cómo Vamos has been to combine the analysis of technical indicators
and public perception that allows the results of management to improve the quality of life
in the city and its impact on Bogota. The program also organizes forums, technical workshops, debates citizens, performs early warning of potential problems in the city and develop communication strategies to key themes for Bogotá on the public agenda.

KEY ACTORS:
CCB (Cámara de Comercio de Bogotá), experts, citizens and government.

Case study #5
Bogotá Cómo
Vamos
practitioners and
participants skills
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MAIN POINT OF INTEREST/INNOVATION:
Working in partnership on the issue of quality of life.
OPPORTUNITIES/WEAKNESS:
+ Measuring the quality of urban life is essential to the progress, challenges and prospects of the city and how the
government, private organizations and citizens contribute to the welfare of all.
- Lack of promotion and dissemination.

COLOMBIA, Bogotá

www.mdeinteligente.co

MDE Ciudad Inteligente
WHAT IS THIS PROJECT

“Medellin Ciuda Inteligente” is a program which promotes the
transformation of the city through the proper use of information
and communications technology for citizens.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
solutions to various problems. Promoting social inclusion and improving the quality of life of citizens
through enabling infrastructure for free Internet access in public spaces. Working with various institucommunity to use the information and communications technology to transform their environment.

KEY ACTORS:
Medellin Mayoralty, Coorporation Route N, Medellin Citizens

MAIN POINT OF INTEREST/INNOVATION:
Use of Information Technologies (ICT) to improve the quality of life in the city of Medellin

OPPORTUNITIES/WEAKNESS:
+ (ICT) use as an accesible tool to create citizen participation and promote improvement in the city.
- Not enough Divulgation and information, Lack of participation.v

Case study #6
MDE Medellín
Inteligente
practitioners and
participants skills
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COLOMBIA, Bogotá

http://www.ciulab.co/

Ciudad Laboratorio
WHAT IS THIS PROJECT

Opportunity t o initiate collective processes o f generation of
solutions between citizens, private sector, city government and
universities to the challenges of the city

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:

KEY ACTORS:
Citizens, private and public institutions, city government and universities.

Case study #7
Ciudad Laboratorio
policy system
change
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MAIN POINT OF INTEREST/INNOVATION:
A new space to co-create Bogotá
OPPORTUNITIES/WEAKNESS:
+ First City Lab in Colombia, the bond between government and academia.
- Does not have experience on this matter.

LATIN AMERICA

www.redciudades.net/

Red Ciudades
WHAT IS THIS PROJECT

More than 70 initiatives and citizen movements in
10 Latin American countries on a network to care
for our territory.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
Fair, democratic and sustainable cities are those able to provide equal opportunities and fair distribution of public goods and basic services with human dignity and
integral development. These are the foundations to increase citizen participation,
defining the major decisions in the city and provide a balance between economic,
political, social, cultural and environmental conditions for future generations.
KEY ACTORS:
Entities, Red Ciudades, citizens, government and private institutions.

MAIN POINT OF INTEREST/INNOVATION:
Promotion of decentralized practices and sharing knowledge for building better urban spaces in Latin America.

OPPORTUNITIES/WEAKNESS:

Case study #8
Red Ciudades
policy system
change

+ Measuring the quality of urban life is essential to the progress, challenges and prospects of the city and how the
government, private organizations and citizens contribute to the welfare of all.
- Lack of promotion and dissemination.
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COLOMBIA, Bogotá

www.culturarecreacionydeporte.gov.co/es/programas/corredores-culturales

Corredores Culturales
WHAT IS THIS PROJECT

Scenarios helping to ensure the democratic exercise of cultural
rights and strengthens local production chains.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
“Corredores Culturales” are developed in routes historically significant, which have mobilized groups
of people, goods and material objects, combining cultural developments and physical activity with the
characteristics and uses the geographical environment, encouraging walking, transit, travel, live and
enjoy t he c ity in a lternative w ays, promoting a city t hat breaks the gap t hat prevents access to art,
culture, heritage and recreation and sport an important part of the population.

Case study #9
Corredores
Culturales
policy system
change
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KEY ACTORS:
District Department of Culture, Distric Department od Sports, Local communities
and Community Board of Members.
MAIN POINT OF INTEREST/INNOVATION:
Increase the cultural participation of communities in representative urban pieces of the city

OPPORTUNITIES/WEAKNESS:
+ Create citizen apropiation of the publlic space through realization of cultural demonstrations.
- Weak community organization and low assesment of the public space due to poor manteinance

COLOMBIA, Bogotà

http://www.yovotoyosumo.com/

Yo Voto Yo Sumo
WHAT IS THIS PROJECT

A program o f the entity Bogotá Cómo
Vamos, promoting citizens to be part of the
solution.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
Yo V oto Yo Sumo, explains t o the citizens how does it work the system of
elections in Bogotá, and how are the jobs of all the local mayors, the Mayor and
the Council of the city.
Also, explains the projects of the city, and how the citizens can be involved.

KEY ACTORS:
Entity (YoVotoYoSumo), government, citizens and experts.

MAIN POINT OF INTEREST/INNOVATION:
The citizens encounters to take account defined in the Local Development Plan.
OPPORTUNITIES/WEAKNESS:

Case study #10
Yo Voto Yo Sumo
policy system
change

+ Involved the citizens on meetings with the government to make proposals.
- Does not exist and regulation on the meetings, to actually take into account the proposals of citizens.
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COLOMBIA, Bogotà

www.ctpdbogota.org/ctpd/

Consejo Territorial de Planeación Distrital
WHAT IS THIS PROJECT

It is an advisory body whose main functions are to issue
concept o n Development P lans t o make s emi-annual
implementation plans and monitoring their impact.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
“Consejo Territorial d e Planeacion D sitrital” is a n entitiy o f Participatory P lanning o f Bogota, w hich
converges the wider, diverse and varied representation of civil society in the city. Generate an open
and democratic f or t he p roduction of knowledge about t he r ealities and dynamics of p lanning i n
and programs for planning in the Capital District, supported on a sustainable information system.

Case study #11
Consejo Territorial
de Planeación
Distrital
social change
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KEY ACTORS:
City mayoralty of Bogota, Citizens, councelors, ethnic group populations present
in Bogota.
MAIN POINT OF INTEREST/INNOVATION:
creation of tools that will guide, support and evaluate certain participatory planning processes

OPPORTUNITIES/WEAKNESS:
+ Innovative tools and aproximation to endorse the citizens participation
- Low level of communication and acknowledge among the citizens

COLOMBIA, Bogotà

www.sdp.gov.co/PortalSDP/OrdenamientoTerritorial/LegalizacionBarrios

Legalización de Barrios
WHAT IS THIS PROJECT

Project to promote joint actions between citizens owners of self
legalize buildings and regularize public services provision

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
Legalization of Urban Neighborhoods, through which are recognized and regulated areas
consist of Social Housing and levels 1 and 2. This program creates spaces where people
coming f rom ilegal s ettlements, a rchitects and engineers coming f rom local authorities
and the District Department of Urban Planning make improvements in dwellings in order
to regularize the provision of public services and legalize the possesion of land.

KEY ACTORS:
Citizens i n the low income neighborhoods, D epartment o f Urban P lanning,

MAIN POINT OF INTEREST/INNOVATION:
Share technical Knowledge actions in the citizens to improve the built environment.

OPPORTUNITIES/WEAKNESS:

Case study #12
Legalización de
Barrios
social change

+ Socialize technical knowledge with low income population and boost improvement of houses.
- Not enough resources (time, money, labor) to accomplish large works in the buildings.
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COLOMBIA

http://cerosetenta.uniandes.edu.co/elija-a-conciencia-la-herramienta-para-elegir-candidato-a-la-alcaldia-en-bogota/

Elija a Conciencia (votomovil.co)
WHAT IS THIS PROJECT

A project of t he L os Andes University, w hich
President Of Colombia and Mayor of Bogotá.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
tool p residential elections in 2014, through which m ore than 4 million
times, citizens answered questions Yes or No, which had previously put to
the p residential candidates, and t hey c ould know w hat candidate had

KEY ACTORS:
Los Andes University, Citizens and candidates.

Case study #13
Elija a conciencia

MAIN POINT OF INTEREST/INNOVATION:

OPPORTUNITIES/WEAKNESS:
+ Citizens have the opportunity to choose without being biased.
- Is just to inform, the citizens don’t have a complete process.
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LADDER OF PARTICIPATION
The result of this investigation is that 28 different case study
examples were found, proposed in the national and local level
predominantly and few cases in the regional level. Regional
level is especially devoted to the creation of networks between
cities to strength the social innovation.
To classify them in terms of their participation level we use the
ladder of citizen participation (Arnstein, 1969). In this ladder the
levels of participation are fragmented in three steps. Every step
clusters a variety of actions that determines the evolution of the
program. This ladder is divided in three stairs:

.The Non-Participation.
It is the most primitive evolution of participation process. In
here actions are manipulation and therapy.

.Degrees of Tokenism.
This is an intermedia step were the participation is moderate but
in every case is much more advanced than non-participation.
Actions performed are informing, consultation and placation.

.Degrees of Citizen Power.
The greatest level of participation is achieved, in order of minor
the greater actions are partnership, delegation of power and
citizens control.
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Graph #02
Ladder of Participation,
Arnstein, 1969

For the allocation of our 28 case study examples, it is proposed
a matrix that works as a Cartesian plane were the three
ladders of citizens participation are in the x axis and the level
of achievement is on the y axis. The allocation of case study
examples in this matrix yields a first result quite significant: No
one is located in the first Non-Participation ladder cluster.
Then the results of the classification are divided in the following
manner:
.14 case study examples allocated on Degrees of Tokenism.
.1 on the information action at 75%
.5 on the consultation action, with the best case at 85%
.8 on the placation action, with two good examples at 100%

.14 case study examples allocated on Degrees of citizen power.
.5 on the partnership, with one case at 100%
.5 on the delegation of power, an outstanding case at 100%
.4 on the citizens control, with the best case locates at the 75%
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PURPOSE DISTRIBUTION AND PRACTICES
MATRIX
This ladder classification matrix is useful to check the amount of
participation achieved in every case study. However due to the
big number of categories the cases are so dispersed, thus it is
appropriate to devise a simpler way to group them:

.Improving access to knowledge information
.Practitioners and participants Up-Skills
.Policy System Change
.Social Change
In order to have a better profiling classification this work uses a
matrix created by Claudia Zampella which defines the practices
executed in this cases. The idea of this matrix is to classify the
kind of institutions, inclusion, practices, etc. In the following list:

.Type of organization
.Coverage
.Methods
.Purposes
.Designer´s role
.Relationship with the government
This representation produce four matrix classifications. It is
suitable to mention that Practitioners and participants Up-Skills
has the biggest number of cases but also as a crucial reflection
all these cases are formulated in urban context, particularly
on the capital city Bogota and the second largest urbanized
area, Medellin. On the other hand Social Change turns out to
be the least represented, just two cases are making part of this
purpose. Policy system change and the improvement of access
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to knowledge and information are average situations with seven
and four cases respectively.
Nevertheless the more valuable and substantial discovery in
this stage of the work is that the government is creating and
promoting policies to boost social participation, actually a great
number of cases are on-going projects but they have a notorious
lack of communication and diffusion among the citizens.
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CONCLUSIONS OF THE CASE STUDY
INVESTIGATION
This investigation and subsequent analysis, assessment and
classification of case study examples yields two important group
of conclusions that are presented as needs and opportunities.
Needs of youngsters:

.They are biased, need to have more integrated and exhaustive
information
.Do not know the participation spaces provided by government
.Do not know the facts
.But, they want to be a part of...
Needs of Government
.Legitimize political actions
.Gain interest in the citizen participation
.Obtain knowledge on how to approach the citizens
.Differentiate better between the create laws and NOT policies
Opportunities for youngster’s participation

.Trust between citizens and politicians
.One way to communicate with young people (internet)
.A way to meet the proposals of the candidates without
.Being biased by who is behind and which party belongs
.To control the management of the elected candidate to
.Ensure that it meets its proposals
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Last stage of the conclusions derived from case study
investigation is to create and draw the map of opportunities
according with two courses of action. On the one hand the
actions that can enable the citizen’s participation:

.Policy System Change
.Improving access to information
On the other hand is the consideration about the working style
of the projects explaining basically if they use the internet as
a tool for the accomplishment of their actions or if they work
using other means and tools:

.Online
.Offline
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MAP OF OPPORTUNITIES IN COLOMBIA
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CASE STUDY INTERNATIONAL
INVESTIGATION
So far it is necessary to have a look at international successful
experiences. Other contexts were democracy and citizen’s
participation is higher than the Colombian country. Also we will
pick up experiences developed in other fields particularly the
design community and industry but also an outstanding example
about a key topic occurring nowadays which is the distribution
of knowledge. The same methodology of description will be
used to present these cases.
First one is a platform created by the United Kingdom
government aiming to provide the advice people need for the
problems they face and improve the policies and practices that
affect people’s lives. The main point of interest is that a piece of
governmental structure is devoted to provide advice for citizens
on how to proceed.
Another European context experience is an Ireland system
of information gather information from various government
departments and agencies, and make sure that you have all the
information you need, presented in an easy-to-understand way.
The site has been specially designed around the needs of users
for those times in life when you need information about your
rights and how to apply for State services in Ireland.
Following there is a case study from the United States OFA
works to ensure the voices of ordinary Americans are heard in
Washington, while training the next generation of grassroots
organizer. This examples are successful cases in the political
arena were government is working out to improve its relationship
with citizens through participation.
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There is an interesting case study provided by a nongovernmental organization: Open Knowledge is a worldwide
non-profit network using advocacy, technology and training to
unlock information and enable people to work with it to create
and share knowledge. The main point of interest of this platform
is the unlocking the access to knowledge.
Finally there are two platforms on the design industry with
world-wide coverage. Storify is a social network service that lets
the user create stories or timelines using social media such as
Twitter, Facebook and Instagram. And Muzli is a labor of love, a
product designed, coded and maintained because we enjoy it.
Because we love it. Muzli is the content that drives us. And we
hope it inspires you.
As a conclusion of the analysis performed around these case
study cases a question is formulated:
What if in Colombia would existed a transparent space where
young people can inform themselves and participate?
The following phase of this work will be devoted to answers
this question through the proposition and creation of a service
that could be able to answer this question and more important
satisfy the requirements of youngsters.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

www.barackobama.com

BARACK OBAMA ACTION ORG.
WHAT IS THIS PROJECT

OFA works to ensure the voices of ordinary Americans
are heard in Washington, while training the next generation of grassroots organizers

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
With more than 250 local chapters around the country, OFA volunteers are building this
organization from t he g round up, c ommunity b y community, one c onversation at a
time—whether t hat’s o n a front p orch o r on Facebook. We’re committed to finding and
training the next generation of great progressive organizers, because at the end of the day,
we aren’t the first to fight for progressive change, and we won’t be the last.

KEY ACTORS:
US Citizens, community organizations, politicians, decision makers

MAIN POINT OF INTEREST/INNOVATION:
Tackle issues related with disadvantged secors of population through participation.

Case study #14
Barack Obama
Action ORG

OPPORTUNITIES/WEAKNESS:
+ Endorse participation among citizens.
- Segregation and class exclussion in US.
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WORLDWIDE, 49 COUNTRIES

www.okfn.org

Open Knowledge
WHAT IS THIS PROJECT

Is a worldwide non-profit network using advocacy, technology
and training to unlock information and enable people to work
with it to create and share knowledge.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
We w ant t o see enlightened s ocieties around t he w orld, where everyone has a ccess to k ey
information and the ability to use it to understand and shape their lives; where powerful institutions are
comprehensible and a ccountable; and w here v ital r esearch information that can help us t ackle
challenges such as poverty and climate change is available to all. Knowledge creates power for the
many, not the few.
data frees us to make informed choices about how we live, what we buy and who gets our vote

KEY ACTORS:
Board of Directors, Advisory Council member, Local Associations.

Case study #15
Open Knowledge

MAIN POINT OF INTEREST/INNOVATION:
Meet, campaign, learn, innovate, share, train, create, support, to open up knowledge for everyone.

OPPORTUNITIES/WEAKNESS:
+ Unlock the Knowledge to empower people
- Lack divulgation and promotion between disadvantaged population.
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UK

www.citizensadvice.org/

Citizens Advice
WHAT IS THIS PROJECT

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:

KEY ACTORS:
Citizens Advice, Citizens of UK, government.

MAIN POINT OF INTEREST/INNOVATION:
Give advice to the citizens on how to proceed.

Case study #16
Citizen Advice

OPPORTUNITIES/WEAKNESS:
+ Intention to have impact on the lives of the citizens
- Find the trust from the citizens to proceed with the program.
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IRELAND

www.citizensinformation.ie

Citizen Information
WHAT IS THIS PROJECT

Citizen I nformation p rovides comprenhensive
information on public services and on the entitlements
of citizens in Ireland.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
We g ather i nformation from various government departments and agencies, and m ake
sure that you have all the information you need, presented in an easy-to-understand way.
The s ite has been s pecially designed a round t he needs o f users for those times i n life
when you need i nformation about your rights and how t o apply for State s ervices i n
Ireland.

KEY ACTORS:
Citizens Information Board, Ireland citizens, government.

Case study #17
Citizen Information

MAIN POINT OF INTEREST/INNOVATION:
Inform the citizens on every public service of the goverment.
OPPORTUNITIES/WEAKNESS:
+ Is an initiative of the government, so has its fully support.
- The engagement of the citizens.
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WORLDWIDE, Social network

www.storify.com

Storify

WHAT IS THIS PROJECT

Storify is a s ocial network service t hat lets t he u ser
create s tories o r timelines u sing s ocial media such a s
Twitter, Facebook and Instagram.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
Built for the social newsroom, wherever you find it. Allow multiple editors to simultaneously update,
review and publish your story from anywhere. Craft authentic stories with content from your team and
community. Drag and drop content to group audience moments. Quickly search, filter and publish
social c ontent f rom your o wned a ssets and a cross the web: t ext, photos, even v ideos. Sidenotes,

KEY ACTORS:
Social m edia Users., Citizens c oncered about actions and e vents of p ublic
interest.
MAIN POINT OF INTEREST/INNOVATION:

Case study #18
Storify

Media organizations use Storify in coverage of ongoing news stories such as elections and meetings .

OPPORTUNITIES/WEAKNESS:
+ Easy and accessibility plattform, widespread potetial.
- Ephemeral information, lack of continuity in the projects.
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WORLDWIDE

WWW.muz.li

MUZLI

WHAT IS THIS PROJECT

Muzli is a labor of love, a product designed, coded and maintained because we enjoy i t. Because we l ove it. Muzli is the
content that drives us. And we hope it inspires you.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
the possibility to get i n contact w ith t he k nowledge and e xplore the best cases and
scenarios developed i n the vast universe o f the design industry a llowwing designers to
have inspiration and better ideas t hrought t he b asic i dea o f share and w idespread t he
knwoledge. As its motto says: “Everithing you need to get inpired”.

KEY ACTORS:
MUZLI equip, users of the platform, community of designers.

Case study #19
Muzli

MAIN POINT OF INTEREST/INNOVATION:
Connecting passionate people with the inspiration that drives them
OPPORTUNITIES/WEAKNESS:
+ Availability of put in contact designers with a wide variety of options in their specific field.
- Reduction of the users own creativity.
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05. DESIGN BRIEF
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CONCLUSIONS OF THE FIRST STAGE
After having perform the investigation stage and applied the
methodology to assess the different case study examples in order
to prove our initial hypothesis: “The Colombian government is
not creating enough spaces to promote the social participation”.
This work obtained the following conclusions:
01. Colombian government is creating not enough policies and
programs to enhance the citizen participation.
02. The most important deficiency is related with the
communication strategies used to spread the knowledge about
policies
03. There is an absence of an efficient instrument that could
have the capacity to engage the citizens and capture their
attention for those programs and initiatives specifically in our
target population, the youngsters.
The proposal of this work to solve the existing failures in the
Colombian situation is to create an experimental lab, managed
by Universidad de los Andes which is the most prestigious
and outstanding private university in Colombia. This academic
institution has the availability to provide the resources to
accomplish the start-up of this project.
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DESIGN OPPORTUNITIES
Granted that the problem in our field is associated with the lack
of communication this work will address the second phase,
proposal stage, starting form this question: “What if in Colombia
would exist an efficient, transparent and reliable program where
young people could gather information, enlarge their knowledge
and be encouraged to participate?” Thus it can be proposed a
scenario in which occurs the ideal situation and then could be
possible to figure out which is the best manner to advance with
the project development phase.
Five points at issue are formulated in the design opportunities
piece of work:
1. How might we engage young citizens into participate?
The most crucial chance for the design of this project, since it is
completely necessary to find out a suitable method the seduce
youngsters. In here will be suitable to explode one of the most
outstanding characteristics of youngsters: They have a huge
concern on the political situation of Colombia. Youngsters are
demanding an arena to participate and express their concerns
about the political arena in Colombia.
2. How might we should present the information to young
citizens?
In this area a specific distinctive characteristic of their profile,
plays a key role: They are digital natives having a natural
relationship with technology. Therefore this project will take
advantage of this condition to create a strong link with them
through digital resources and online means that could be easily
managed by youngsters.
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3. How might we select the information to present to the young
citizens?
Corruption and fraud had been two sizeable problems in the past
years, huge number of embezzlement cases and inappropriate
use of public resources scandals turned out to be a matter of
national interest. Youngsters had growth with this situation unlike
previews generations who were witness of national violence
and cartel drugs. Nowadays the topic of higher interest is the
public fund expenditure and this will be the focal point of the
information presented.
4. How might we strength the interest on political issues among
the young citizens?
Normally the information provided by governments and
especially the Colombian, is full of technicalities and usually
is presented to citizens through laws and legal orders that are
completely boring and very difficult to digest by the normal
population who is not specialized in the matter. In this particular
situation there is a very highly valuable chance to get the
youngsters attention, this project aims to create a scheme that
will be able to put the heavy information into an accessible
understanding level grating to catch the youngster’s attention.
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5. How might we can create a relationship with the government
to support each other?
“Vox populi, vox Dei” This expression summarize a relevant
political principle of the political science. Nicolas Maquiavelo in
his Discourse of Tito Livio said: The crowd is wiser and consistent
than the Prince. This work will appeal to this resource to set up
their final desirable result, which is: Help to create a sufficient
momentum among the youngsters population through their
active participation that could guarantee the government to
earn them but most important to consider their opinions and
ideas as determinant inputs for the policy design.

VALUE PROPOSITION
An essential portion of this work is devoted to deliver values,
assets and advantages:

.Creation

of a new way to present valuable information to
young citizens:
Endorse stakeholders to create knowledge, bring information
and share their understanding with youngsters, thus it results
beneficial for people who will use this service.

.Improvement on the engagement of the young citizens:
Appeal to the youngsters profile and needs to gain their trust
and subsequently their commitment to actively participate.

.Increasing the sense of appropriation of the country:
The more trustworthy information youngsters will have the
bigger their sense of belonging to their participation rights and
duties they will demonstrate.

.Attracting

and informing young citizens to participate on the
activities of the government:
Spread news about policies agenda and programs execution
itineraries granting youngsters to take advantage of those
spaces.
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DESIGN BRIEF
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WHAT

An experimental lab to spread information, enlarge the
youngsters knowledge and help them to find out way in which
government works, how public funds are managed and how
citizen can participate, take advantage of the policies and finally
support them.

HOW

Promoting workshops, open spaces, events, publications,
research and an editorial platform. Spreading information
about projects of participation, making debates with other
citizens through the different variety of tools established by the
experimental lab. Create a critical mass of persons committed
to provide their opinions, positions and efforts to enlighten
youngsters and make them aware of the political agenda.

WHO

Young citizens primarily, among others are the main actors of
this service, becoming an active stakeholder of the system. In the
context that this project will be developed which is a University
the participation of students at all levels: PhD, Masters and
undergraduate programs. Will be the most important resource
to get in contact with youngsters and citizens.

WHERE

Open spaces, workshops, online instances, an editorial page,
events and academic publications among other resources that
could grants access to the higher number of people.

“Colombia Participa” is an experimental lab managed by an
academic institution fully recognized that could be able to
endorse Colombian youngsters to earn better knowledge
about politic affairs, public policies, the government agenda
and public funds expenditure. This experimental lab will spread
information concerning the spaces created by government to
ensure citizens participation. It will also promote workshops,
events, reports for the government and so forth.”
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06. CONCEPT GENERATION

04. CONCEPT GENERATION
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GUIDELINES
Beginning with an explanation on the design process for this
project, first it is crucial to comprehend which is the best manner
to present the service to youngsters and citizens. Understanding
that a normal platform will not create the most desirable impact
on them. This is the reason because the international research
turned out to be so relevant and necessary. Acknowledge how
different ideas and strategies could have the most efficient
impacts but also how stakeholders and for this particular case
how youngsters will demonstrate a better engagement due to
the selection of the right design process.
An experimental lab with a strong academic background that
ensure impartiality and independence, unbiased and detached
from the traditional politic structures and conventional
communication means. Regarding to this point it is suitable to
explain in here that traditional newspapers and communications
means had always belonged to those families and clans in charge
of the power like politicians, big entrepreneurs and decision
makers. Therefore this experimental lab could manage the
knowledge produce in five different fields which are: economy,
politics, sociology, journalism and design. All of them contained
by faculties on the university that could provide the professors
knowledge, researcher’s efforts and students collaboration to
accomplish the objective of increasing youngsters participation.
This lab will become the perfect tool to achieve the big purpose
quite important for the Colombian political life of the country,
thanks to the level of trust and credibility among their users.
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Being an experimental lab gives to this project some strengths,
easiness to participate and be updated, always granting to
promote events and workshops dedicated to the fields of
interest likewise give an excellent user experience. Nowadays
providing unbiased information is a highly valuated among
citizens because its common knowledge that media is actually
managed by powerful people who want to hide the very
true. The university has this duty but also the credibility since
academic knowledge is produced based on data, observations
and facts through research.
This project will use knowledge and information as the main
resource. Manages crucial information about the organization
of the government, the offer of public services and clarify in
what manner, a young citizen could be part of the system
through the active participation. It will be through a complete
system, where the young citizens can be inspired depending on
their interests. And thanks to it, they will be informed, engaged
and will be able to inspire others regarding the way to interact
with the government. The main point of the project is to
comprehend and manage to act in a flexible and efficient way
inside the system. Citizens are part of the solution.
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07. PROJECT
DEVELOPMENT
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DEFINITION OF THE PROJECT
The Experimental Lab is conceived as a project developed
within the academic context of the Universidad de los Andes,
this is the most outstanding private university in Colombia.
The main objective of this lab is to enhance the youngster’s
participation on the public policies promoted by the Colombian
government. Thus it will need knowledge and work focused in
five specific areas:
01. Economy
02. Politics
03. Sociology
04. Journalism
05. Design
The key aspect is that Universidad de los Andes offers this
academic programs therefore there is an important background
that this project can take advantage of. This project could be
defined as an interdisciplinary laboratory in which converge
different ideas and production of knowledge to be spread
though youngster’s participation and among youngsters.
Economic, social and politic knowledge will be produced by
the faculties in charge of this frameworks while participants
on the journalism and design faculties will be in charge of two
crucial processes that are: the management and distribution
of the interdisciplinary knowledge by the journalism part and
the management of service design structures and methods to
accomplish a satisfactory users experience for youngsters.
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VISION
The vision of the Experimental Lab is to obtain an important
position among the youngsters in Colombia and being fully
recognized as the trigger to accomplish a higher engagement
among youngsters. The sustainability dimension of this
Experimental Lab will be based on the attraction of students,
researchers and the general youngsters public so that it could
be advanced and improved within the pass of the time and the
evolution of its structure, capacity and objectives.
Academic contexts have a great advantage which is represented
in the continuous arrival of new students every year, the
production of new research during the academic periods. This
leverage will be used by the laboratory to achieve its objectives
since they have a dynamic character. The success of this
project over time will be precisely its capacity to understand the
changes in the social context, the economic development of
the country and the ongoing political agenda. Thus participants
and user of the Experimental Lab will have the opportunity to
get in contact with the state of the art in these fields within the
national context. This sustained circumstance will be the key
factor in the success of the lab.
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MOTIVATION
The motivation of this Experimental Lab is to advance the state
of art within the Colombian context of a quite high concern
among the society: social participation in youngsters. This
motivation will be represented by the execution of a wide
variety of touchpoints that could mix and construct knowledge
and resources coming from an interdisciplinary background
in an academic context that grants efficiency and impartiality
for the participants and users of the Experimental Lab. A wide
variety of stakeholders in diverse levels will be encouraged to
dedicate their academic efforts to accomplish the purpose of
this lab. The motivation of this actors will be the opportunity to
make part of a project where several fields of knowledge could
be able to construct common products beneficiating a huge
number of people within the general youngster’s part of society.
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OFFERING

Primary Offering

Educating young Colombians citizens in the
functioning of government, its activities and
programs for citizen participation.

Editorial
(Online

Academic
Research

Newspaper)

Secondary Offering

Seedbeds for
students

Involving young Colombian citizens in
projects of citizen participation and pilot
projects carried out by the lab.

Community
Visionning

Workshops

Open Space

Use the knowledge gathered by the lab
to provide tools and reosurces for the
government and citizens.

Reports

Graph #10
Offering map

Publications
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On the first offering map as a principal point of interest it
is relevant to mention that this service demonstrate the
posibilities to endorse Colombian citizen in order to have an
active participation likewise to have a better understanding and
knowledge of those mechanism in which colombian goverment
is currently operating.
The second offering map is to use the knowledge gathered in
the firts stage to provide tools and reosurces for the government,
thus it can make better desicion but also involve the citizens on
desicion making processes and democratic spaces created by
government.
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STRUCTURE OF THE LAB
In this chapter will be described the structure of the Experimental
Lab: the organization chart that aims to describe in a visual
manner how the lab will be organized in terms of hierarchy but
also present a formal organization of its structure. Then will be
described the academic bodies participating in the Experimental
Lab, it is suitable to mention that this are existing entities in the
Universidad de los Andes currently managing the topics of
interest for the lab. Afterwards will be described the assignments
and duties of everyone of this academic bodies involved in the
activities of the lab. Finally there will be a description in terms of
staff collaborating with the lab and their role within the structure
and organizational scheme for the Experimental Lab.
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GOVERNANCE SCHEME
Urban governance is a new scheme implemented in politics that
basically diverge from the classic way of government practices
because it involves public actors but also representative
stakeholders coming from the private sector likewise volunteers.
This kind of participation is usually based on shared interest about
the resolution of certain issues or formulation and contribution
to the answer of a specific public problem.
There are many kind of options where private actors can be
involved in the development of an urban policy for instance In
2007, the Chamber of Commerce of Bogotá and the University
of the Andes created the Observatory Mobility of Bogotá, an
interdisciplinary team that performs permanent monitoring
issues of urban mobility. One of the products of the Observatory
is the Mobility Annual Report, which presents the evolution year
by year figures and indicators of public and private transport in the
city and seeks to provide information relevant to entrepreneurs,
experts, scholars and citizens in general, in order to contribute
to the decision making of public policy on mobility.
The information presented in this report, can support the
general concern that citizenship has manifested mainly against
the increasing traffic congestion and the increased travel times;
issues, added to the growing perception of insecurity interior
of public transport are the main challenges for the mobility
of Bogota. Further, the document can observe a significant
increase in both accidents indicators on bikes and public
transport, which highlights the need for urgent action to the
mitigation of this issue.
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Therefore based on this example of governance partnership
scheme already implemented in the Colombian context this
work would like to propose a similar approach to be implemented
in the development of the Experimental Lab. There are four
companies with the ones the Experimental Lab is proposing to
work due to their interest in the social topics but also the nature
of their goals that are strategically aligned with the purpose of
the Experimental Lab.
01. Fundación Corona.
The Fundacion Corona is contributing to promote social
development, quality of life and equity in Colombia.
To achieve this goal, the Foundation has evolved into the
concept of social mobility, defined as “the possibility for people
to raise or lower position on a scale of socioeconomic welfare
measuring such educational mobility, mobility of assets, income
generation and access to work.”
Fundacion Corona tries to work with the approach to encourage,
promote and foster social mobility of the poor and vulnerable
population, mainly through job-oriented education, citizenship
oriented education and innovation in education
02. Editorial El Tiempo.
Time is a Colombian newspaper founded on 30 January 1911
by Alfonso Villegas Restrepo. It is currently the largest editorial
group in Colombia and has a huge interest in the social
dimensions of the Colombian Context.
03. Universidad de los Andes.
Universidad de los Andes is an autonomous, independent and
innovative institution that fosters pluralism, tolerance and respect
for ideas; seeking academic excellence and gives its students
a critical and ethical training to strengthen their awareness of
their social and civic responsibilities and its commitment to the
environment.
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04. Chamber of Commerce of Bogotá.
It is a private non-profit organization that seeks to build a
sustainable Bogotá-Region long term, promoting increasing
prosperity of its inhabitants, from services that support business
capabilities and improve the business environment with an
impact on public policy.
The Chamber of Commerce is used to work with Governance,
defined by them as: the ability of different actors to work
collaboratively and manage their own development.
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ACADEMIC BODIES INVOLVED
As it was said previously in the definition of the lab, it will be
needed knowledge and work focused in five specific areas:
01. Economy
02. Politics
03. Sociology
04. Journalism
05. Design
The key aspect is that Universidad de los Andes offers this
academic programs therefore there is an important background
that this project can take advantage of. Going to the matter the
Chairs of research that this project consider suitable to make
part of the lab are:
01. Antropolítica
Interdisciplinary group of investigation and research in the Faculty
of Social Sciences, this branch of the faculty is focused on two
of the most important topics of concern: Politics and Sociology.
It is worth to mention that this group has an international core
as well as a Colombian core. ANTROPOLITICA examines the
disparate historical experiences, particularly subaltern groups,
marked by profound social and economic inequalities, socioracial discrimination, violence and the dynamics of exclusion
and inclusion characteristic of modern nation states. Similarly
explores the role of memory in the review process and
reconstruction of these stories and how subaltern groups
modelled forms of political subjectivity and social memory,
the relationship between art and politics in the theatre and
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contemporary art, the emergence of indigenous art, visual
media in contemporary social research and, more recently, the
problems arising from the socio-environmental inequalities,
climate change and development the relationship between
human populations and natural resources
02. CEDE
The Centre for Study of Economic Development is one of
the first and major research centres and economic and social
consulting the country. Renowned for quality and innovation of
its research, by having a team of professionals in research and
teaching by highly qualified and their impact on public policy
issues in Colombia.
The main lines of research CEDE are:
.Macroeconomics
.Microeconomics
.Studies on Economic Development
.Economic history, history of economic thought and economic
theory
03. CEPER
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The CEPER (Centre for Studies in Journalism) is an academic
research and development unit attached to the Faculty of Arts
and Humanities at the Universidad de los Andes. Since 1991 the
CEPER is dedicated to research on journalism and the media;
to journalistic creation; academic training bearing in mind the
debate on the future of journalism; and advisory and consulting
services to media, public and private institutions.
Universidad de los Andes created the CEPER because it
believes that the quality of democracy and public life happens
for excellence in journalism and the media. Consequently,
the university decided that training in journalism should be
at the graduate level and investigating journalism required a

transdisciplinary vision.
04. GRID
The Group of research in the Design department has developed
a project the Design services, case studies Innovation in
service design: the project aims to investigate the concepts,
methodologies and tools currently proposed from design
services, with the aim of consolidating this knowledge into the
design department. In here, there is enough room to carry on
the service design development of the Experimental Lab.
05. Social Entrepreneurship
The Faculty of Management at the University of the Andes
established this strategic research program in the long term,
which will seek to become a national or international reference
in the respective field. The program covers two or more research
projects developed by teachers of the Faculty with doctoral
students and research assistants. Its main objective is to have an
ongoing commitment to the institutional development of the
fields of research with strong alignment with the mission of the
Faculty. His definition was driven by international accreditation
processes.
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ORGANIZATION CHART
University Board of Directors

Faculty of
Social Sciences

Faculty of
Economy

Department
of Design

Faculty of Arts
& Humanities

Faculty of
Adminitration

ANTROPOLITICA

CEDE

GRID

CEPER

SOCIAL
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Scientific Director

Associate
Professor

Associate
Professor

Associate
Professor

Associate
Professor

Associate
Professor

Doctoral
Researchers

Doctoral
Researchers

Research
Assistants

Doctoral
Researchers

Doctoral
Researchers

Research
Assistants

Research
Assistants

Seedbed
Students

Research
Assistants

Research
Assistants

Seedbed
Students

Seedbed
Students

Seedbed
Students

Seedbed
Students

Graph #11
Organization Chart
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ASSIGNMENTS FOR THE ACADEMIC
BODIES INVOLVED
01. Antropolítica

.Provide

the inputs related with the social behaviour of the
Colombian context.
.Devote efforts of their students to the production of knowledge
in the politic and sociological knowledge of Colombia.
.Create the topics about politics and sociology to develop
workshops and events.
02. CEDE

.Share the economy knowledge with the lab.
.Provide indicators, data and relevant news about economy.
.Focus its student’s participation in the educating and sensitizing
youngsters with economy.
.Create the topics about economy to develop workshops and
events.
03. CEPER

.Manage the lab newspaper and the information gathered and
produced by Antropolítica and CEDE.
.Get interviews and opinions about decision makers, politicians
and actor involved in the economic, politic and social agenda
of Colombia.
.Conceive the most useful way to capture the interest of
youngsters in the newspaper.
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04. GRID

.Be

in charge of the service design management within the
Experimental Lab.
.Manage the execution of workshops based in the Antropolítica
and CEDE inputs.
.Motorize and advance the purpose of the Experimental Lab.
05. Social Entrepreneurship

.Accomplish

the administrative tasks according with the
university politics.
.Provide their knowledge to make the Lab sustainable in financial
terms.
Coordinate the day to day operation of the Experimental Lab.

.
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TEAMS PARTICIPATING IN THE
EXPERIMENTAL LAB
In here will be presented the description of the staff required for
the operation of the Experimental Lab.
01. Scientific Director: Must be a recognized scholar who will
manage the Lab. The role of this actor is to provide credibility to
the Lab and be the head of operations a kind of Chief Executive
Officer.
02. Associated Professor: University professors whose academic
interest and expertise is focused on the topic of interest. This
professors should be part of the academic bodies previously
mentioned.
03. Doctoral Researchers: PhD Candidates whose studies on
topics provided by the Lab are focused in the advancement of
the state of art.
04. Research Assistant: Master students supporting the research
and execution of activities promoted by the Lab.
05. Seedbed Students: Outstanding bachelor students invited
to participate and meet the lab.
06. Administration Professional: Professional in charge of the
administration activities, execution and coordination of the Lab.
07. Administration Students: Assisting the administrative staff
of the Lab.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROJECTS
01. Editorial: In here the Experimental Lab has a double
advantage to take advantage of. First youngsters are very
interested in getting enough information about the reality
in the Colombian context. Second there is a specific line of
investigation at the Universidad de Los Andes which actually
offers a recognized master programme. Thus this double
opportunity set have the potential to prove innovative manners
to efficiently communicate through a newspaper but also to
advance the state of the art in the journalism framework within
the country .
To consider:

.Put together the information provided by stakeholders
.Find out the info needs of users
.Prepare innovative strategies to communicate
.Advance the traditional means of journalism
.Having the opportunity to interview stakeholders
.Conceive a useful way to capture the interest of youngsters
02. Open space: Creates a democratic framework from which
participants create their own programme of discussions around
a central theme. It is a flexible method, and can cope with very
large numbers of people. The organisers’ main role is to create
the time and space for the event to take place, and to arrange
a facilitator with a “hands off” approach. Events usually last
between one and three days. The organisers prepare a large,
blank timetable of times and spaces where workshops can be
held. This timetable is stuck up on a wall. The event begins with
participants (seated in a circle to help communication and avoid
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hierarchy) identifying those issues around the central theme that
they feel passionate about and are willing to take responsibility
for.
To consider:

.Get the organisers together
.Set the theme
.Choose the venue
.Publicise
.Agree a facilitator
.Write up the black timetable
.Prepare equipment
Opens Space is the first of the activities to involved the
community. The easiest way to may contact with them, without
pushing them to achive anything.

Graph #12
Open Space
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03. Community Visioning: develops a consensus about what
future the community wants, and making decisions about
what is necessary to achieve it. The most important is to have
a vision that captures what is most valuable to the community,
and arrive to a framework that gives the councils or boards the
understanding another perspective to make rational and tactical
decisions.
A community vision is simply a shared vision of a desirable
future. Community visioning techniques creates the opportunity
for one or more diverse groups of people to meet together in a
positive atmosphere and develop a vision.
To consider:

.Set the topic
.Arrange for a facilitator and notetaker*
.How many meetings
.Choose the venues
.Publicity
.Prepare equipment
The second activity with the community, to understand what is
needed and how can be solved.

Graph #13
Community
Visionning
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04. Workshop: Participatory format where all the stakeholders
and the users, creating a sense of ownership within the group.
The workshop has to be planned, think about the methods and
tools to use to create more value with the users. Workshops
bring together a group of individuals to examine and discuss
an issue in some depth. The discussion is focused but not too
formal, the aim being that everyone feels able to participate.
To consider:

.Decide on the size of the group
.Choose the venue
.Arrange for a facilitator and notetaker
.Clarify the outcomes of the workshop
.Prepare equipment
.Decide on the best format
.Facilitator
.Analysis of results
The last activity with the community where its expected to find
an idea to go to test inside the community to solve the issues.

Graph #14
Workshop
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01. Open Space: the community
get invited to the first event,
where they just meet, and star
to open themselves, knowing
that everything that they do will
be for the improvement of the
community.

02. Community Visionning:
on the second event, the
communtiy starts to propose
what is the vision or the scenario
that they want for them in the
future, according to the topic of
the sessions.

Graph #15
Expectation of
Community
Activities
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03. Workshop: at the last point
the community participate on
different workshops in order
to find a solutions in company
with the experts, students and
officials of the goverment.

05. Events: The Experimental Lab will be on charge of the
promotion of events where youngsters inside the university but
most important in the general society could make part of. The
goal of this performances and contest will be the provision of
spaces where youngsters could participate, a crucial aspect in
this touchpoint is to have the opportunity to communicate and
teach participants about the democratic instances provides by
the government to grant the citizens participation.
The organizer main role is to define the content of the events
since this have to be related to a concerning point in the current
historical moment of the Colombian context.
06. Publications: Research conducted by the academic staff
involved in this project will produce results that must be shared
with the general public. The university has a leverage regarding
this aspect since they are used to make the publication of the
investigations in specialized journals and academic magazines.
However this information is available in the greater majority
only by people inside the academic environment, thus this is
a limitation because the general public has not always easy
access to this publications but also it opens up and opportunity
for the Experimental Lab since this is a great chance to advance
the normal situation where knowledge is a privilege that only
few people has the right to enjoy.
Publications will be for the Experimental Lab a huge opportunity
to change the paradigm of knowledge acquisition, if this is shared
with citizens through and innovative manner this could be the
trigger to advance in the archetype of knowledge distribution of
the Colombian society.
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To consider:

.Define the frameworks of interest
.Stablish the most effective methods
.Design the manner to share publications
.Teach participants how to use knowledge
.Advertising.
07. Research: Different actors are invited to develop their
academic works within the topic of interest of this Experimental
Lab. The head of the chair in every one of the lines of research
will be invited to conform a group of Students in different levels
since the very seedbeds at the undergraduate level to the PhD
students.
The main lines of research will be ANTROPOLITICA in the
politic framework, CEDE in the economy field, CEPER on the
journalism centre of studies and finally GRID devoted to the
service design investigation.
The research conducted by this lines of investigation even
if it there is an interdisciplinary team must be addressed to
understand the phenomena presented at the national level
concerning the social issues. Since social issues cannot be
treated by separated nowadays the research will be in charge of
the integration of these key aspects to obtain plausible but also
legitimate results.
To consider:

.Figure out the social phenomena to research
.Compose the line of the research
.Define duties in every chair
.Promote the acknowledgement between pairs.
.Structure the groups of research
.Set the goals for the investigation
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ACTIVITY MAP
Colombia Participa has three groups of activities to developed in
order to accomplish its goals. These activity group are described
as follows:
01. Explaining the government
02. Engaging community
03. Producing and sharing knowledge
In each one of this groups will be neccesary the participation of
different actors among the relevant stakeholders of Colombia
Participa, as it can be seen in the graph #16.
Activities count on the active participation of actors who will use
the variety of tools adressed to every activity group.
01. Research will be used as the tool to explain the government.
This process will produce three different touchpoints:
Publications, reports and editorial.
02. Open Spaces, community vision and workshops will be used
on the engaging communiity activity group producing: Social
media, editorial content and the website.
03. Finally to produce and share knwoledge the tools used will
be reresearch, workshops and events to produce publications,
support the website and the editorial but also giving important
content to the social media.
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Activities

Tools

Touchpoints
Publications

Explaining the
government

Research

output

Reports
Editorial

Open Space

Engaging the
community

Community
Visionning

Social Media
output

Workshop

Producing &
sharing
knowledge
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Editorial
Social Media
output

Reports
Publications

Events
Graph #16
Activity Map

Website

Research
Workshops

Editorial

Website

STAKEHOLDER RELATIONSHIP AND
FLOWS
During the realization of this map there ae some important
results suitable to mention:
01. Information is usually spread among the totallity of
stakeholder, however the key issue is to identify clearly on which
part of the system that information will be received, processed
and distributed again.
02. Financial resources are raised thanks to the Governance
Partnership scheme proposed by this project rather than ask
money to citizens. Due to this condition the credibility of the
Experimental Lab will be higher since a service is being provided
without charging citizens.
03. The material exchange on the one hand is primarly going
from the university to the citizens, citizens are receiving reports,
knowledge, news, and opportunities to take advantage of
workshosps and event among others. On the other hand citizens
and participants of this events are giving as consideration to the
Experimental Lab data, facts, experience knowledge which are
a highly valuable resource. z
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Community
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Graph #17
System Map
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Information Flow

Government

Young Citizens

Material Flow

Main Stakeholders

Secondary
Stakeholders

INVOLVEMENT MAP
01. Young citizens: youngsters have an actively participation at
the online resources likewise on workshops and open space.
They have passive activity on the editorial stuff, publication and
events.
02. Students: this group has active participation on those
processes specifically developed by the Experimental Lab and a
passive participation at the online resources since build this part
is not their duty.
03. Government: normally is present during the development
of the events, workshops and so forth where citizens are
participating. It has a passive participation on the editorial
resources and publications since it is not its duty to make them
but are providing the inputs and data to develop it.
04. Community Context Support: this group is actively
participating in the open spaces, workshops and community
envisioning but a passive participation on the events.
05. Colombia Participa: The Experimental Lab has an active
participation at almost all levels but a passive one on the open
space and community envisioning
06. Staff: The Colombia Participa staff has the same type of
participation at all levels than the experimental lab.
07. Universidad de los Andes: has a passive participation on the
communication resources since they will be made under its
approval and name and the university is present at the events,
workshops, and open spaces and so forth.
08. Governance Partnership: Partners of the Governance
Scheme are only present even if they are providing financial
resources because they are not in charge of the development
of none of the processes.
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Social Media

Graph #18
Involvement Map
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01. Web page: this web page will be devoted to present the
contents of the lab. In here it is very important to acknowledge
the design of this touchpoint, since it has to be adjusted to the
profile of users it means that the design have to be tailored in an
innovative way able to satisfy the needs of their users.
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REP R E
Jueves, 9 de Junio de 2016

MENÚ

Eventos

quiénes somos

1

Editorial
Investigación
Reportes

2

Eventos

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetuer
adipiscing
elit.
Aenean commodo dolor.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetuer
adipiscing
elit.
Aenean commodo dolor.

preguntas frecuentes

3

“BogoTEST”, unjuego que busca dar a
conocer las metas incluidas en el Plan
de Desarrollo

Han sido más de 20.000 ideas que se
han aportado a través de Bogotá Abierta

4

5
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adipiscing
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Aenean commodo dolor.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
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adipiscing
elit.
Aenean commodo dolor.
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer
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nascetur ridiculus mus.
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetuer
adipiscing
elit.
Aenean commodo ligula eget
dolor. Aenean massa.

02. Social Media: An important device nowadays is the social
media since it has become the most important way to get in
contact with people specially youngsters, they have shown a
huge interest on the social media, it is recurrent to encounter
in various social networks how debates are created around
topics of interest by youngsters. Usually these debates are not
tempered and it produces at the end of the day conflicts and
disputes among users. One of the key duties of this lab will be to
use social network as a tool for approach to youngsters and get
together stakeholders with an interest on a common specific
topic.
03. Promotion: activities developed by the Colombia Participa
like workshops and events have the necesity to be adevertised
amomg the target population in every case. Thus this promotion
is a crucial piece of work that must be developed and coordinated
by the Group of Investigation in Design and the CEPER dedicated
to the journalism, since these academic bodies have the specific
knowledge to adrees correctly the advertising efforts. In most of
the cases this promotion will be made by social networks which
as we have seen are a highly used resourced by citizens specially
youngsters. The topics should be represented in an innovative
way in order to capture the attention of participants, due to
the traditional lack of modenization in schemes promoted
by government and conventional comuniation means in the
country this task deserve special attention form the design
point of view.
04. Reports: The Colombian government has to give report
about its activities in every one of the dependences. For the
develoment of this project the attention is focused on the
Ministries in charge of the resolution and advancement of
issues affecting directly the social conditions of citizens:
economy, politics, education, social integration and justice
among others. Reports are delivered by the goverment with a
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different periodicity according with the measurements made
for instance the Ministry of Treasury has to provide figures
and results about the behavior of consumer index prices. Based
on this information Colombia Participa will develop opinion
articles, analysis, interviews with desicion makers and relevant
news related with this topic. Working on the several frameworks
provided by other MInistries Colombia Participa will develop a
schedule which is presented in the development of this chapter.
05. Publications: An important portion of the staff in Colombia
Participa is dedicated to the advance research meaning that
PhD candidates will develop their doctoral investigations and
projects within the hot topic provided by Colombia Participa,
thus in the development of this activities academic articles and
papers should be produced in order to advance the positioning
of Colombia Participa as Experimental Lab on the academic
context. Nowadays the colombian situation presents a crucial
opportunity for the investigation about social issues due to the
peace process and its effect on civil society.
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EDITORIAL “COLOMBIA PARTICIPA”
The most representative touchpoint of Colombia Participa is the
editorial piece. Information is power and transmision of accurate
news with higly credibility will give the power to citizens and
specially youngsters to make participate on desicion making
processes but also will provide them with the tools required to
make an approachment to the public policies but also give them
instruments and knwoledge to judge the efectiveness and the
legitimacy of Colombian government actions.
This editorial device works as the most attractive branch of
Colombia Participa. News are read everyday by citizens, news
are viewed on traditional TV news emissions, nevertheless the
contents of these information is not totally impartial becuase
historically media had been controlled by an elite of families
whose always had been in possession of power, politic and
economic resources. Colombia Participa has an incredible
and huge circumstance to explode since a university is always
commited with the unbiased production of knowledge, thus
this condition must displayed among citizens to positionate this
Experimental Lab in a higher position of credibility.
Articles, opinion columns, interviews will be directed, written
and performed by the Colombia Participa staff giving a different
point of view than the traditional media one but more important
will provide a clear view and illuminating version of the facts
that normally are presented to citizens in a completely technical
manner which produces their lack of interest. A crucial interest
in the development of this editorial piece will be to bring down
the technical knowledge into a simple style so that citizens and
particularly youngsters could stomach, endure and understand
information.
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GOVERNMENT PROGRAMMING
SCHEDULE
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION
Government Entity

Type of report
GDP behavoir

Ministry of Treasury

Periodicity
3 Months
3 Months

Consumer Price Index

6 months

Unemployment rate

3 Months

Legal employement rates

3 Months

Minimun salary agreement

Yearly

Yearly

Ministry of Labour

Obrservatory of employment equity

3 Months

Human Rights balance

6 months

Territorial management

6 months

Afro comunities and Natives community atention

6 months

Democracy, Citizen Participation and Community Action

3 Months

Literacy rate

Ministry of Education

Ministry of Justice
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Yearly

National basic education coverage

3 Months

National medium education coverage

3 Months

Management and report back inform

3 Months

Management and report back inform

3 Months

Justice National Houses performance

6 months

National Program of Conciliation

6 months

Iprovement Plan report

3 Months

EDITORIAL PROGRAMMING SCHEDULE
EXPERIMENTAL LAB PUBLICATION
Responsible Dept.

Type of report
ANALYSIS & OPINION (GDP behavoir)

CEDE (economy) + GRID (design) +
CEPER (journalism)
RELEVANT NEWS & INTERVIEWS (Consumer Price Index)

Periodicity
Weekly
Weekly
Montly
Yearly

ANALYSIS & NEWS (Unemployment rate)
CEDE (economy) + GRID (design) + RELEVANT NEWS (Legal employement rates)
ANTROPOLITICA
DOCUMENT & INTERVIEWS (Minimun salary agreement)

Weekly
Weekly
Yearly

RELEVANT NEWS (Obrservatory of employment equity)

Weekly

ANALYSIS AND INTERVIEWS + STUDY CASES (Human Rights
balance)

Montly

CEPER (journalism) + GRID (design) ANALYSIS AND OPINION (Territorial management )
+ ANTROPOLITICA
OPINION + STUDY CASES (Afro comunities and Natives community
atentioN)

Montly
Montly

Democracy, Citizen Participation and Community Action

Weekly

DOCUMENT + STUDY CASES (Literacy rate)

Yearly

ANALYSIS & NEWS (National basic education coverage)
CEPER (journalism) + GRID (design) RELEVANT NEWS & INTERVIEWS (National medium education
+ ANTROPOLITICA
coverage)
ANALYSIS + OPINION + INTERVIWES (Management and report back
inform)
RELEVANT NEWS (Management and report back inform)W
ANALYSIS AND INTERVIEWS + STUDY CASES (Justice National
CEDE (economy) + GRID (design) +
Houses performance)
CEPER (journalism)
ANALYSIS & NEWS (National Program of Conciliation)
OPINION + STUDY CASES (Iprovement Plan report)

Weekly
Weekly
Weekly
)Weekly
Montly
Montly
Weekly
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EDITORIAL LAYOUT
Areas of the Editorial
01. Header: piece where users can find the date and logo.
02. Top Menu: main sections by framework of the editorial
03. Head Line: Most relevant article develop on date
04. Participation Projects: Outstanding citizens participation
initiatives promoted by goverment and Colombia Participa.
05. Academic Publications: Academic articles, investigations
and related content focused in the interest lines of the lab.
06. Articles: Documents elaborated based on the execution of
workshops, events perfomred by Colombia Participa but also
interviews made to desicion makers and opinion columns made
by scholars and experts.
07. Reports: Articles and documents produced firstly by the
government and the reaction produced by Colombia Participa.
08. Agenda: Schedule and programming of events, workshops,
open spaces made by Colombia Participa and democratic
spaces carried out by the Colombian government.
09. National Budget Infograph: Infographic explanation
to present destination of the Colombian annual budget,
expenditures and subdivision having into account the territorial
point of view.
10. Debate Zone: Space dedicated exclusevely to be open for
readers who would like to participate and express their toughts
and opinions about every area in the editorial piece of Colombia
Participa.
11. Contact Info & Direct Links: Information about the
Experimental Lab, possiblitites to contact by social media and
links of the editorial sections.
12. Footer: Space dedicated to the recognition of partners allied
in the Governance partnership of this project.
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OVERVIEW OF THE EDITORIAL LAYOUT
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BUSCAR

¿Para dónde se van los impuestos que pagó como ciudadano?

Más de la mitad de la plata que gasta el Estado es aportado por los ciudadanos
Muy pocas veces, los colombianos somos conscientes de como son recaudados los impuestos, y luego
como son utilizados por el estado, para que este funcione de manera adecuada. En consecuencia, los
ciudadanos muchas veces se sienten agobiados por la carga tributaria, no ven con claridad el producto
de su esfuerzo. [...]
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La Consulta Previa no es un impedimento
para el desarrollo rural.

Nueva institucionalidad, ﬁnanciación e
implementación de acuerdos de paz.

Algunos culpan a la Consulta Previa del atraso
del campo en el país. Este argumento
desconoce la realidad de las minorias.

La implementación requiere que las partes implicadas en
el post-acuerdo participen efectivamente en decisiones
sobre la construcción de la paz.

22 Julio - Opinión
By Carlos Duarte

28 Junio - Opinión
By César Jerez

Artículos de Opinión
De los salarios, la desigualdad y otros
demonios.
Según un estudio reciente de la OCDE, Colombia es el
segundo país donde su gente trabaja más, con 2.496
horas al año.
26 Junio - Opinión
By Amaury Núñez

Últimos reportes

1
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4

Políticas Públicas de Juventud en América
Latina:Empoderamiento de los jóvenes,
enfoques integrados. [...]
“Mejores Políticas” Series. Colombia
prioridades políticas para el desarrollo
inclusivo. [...]
Adaptarse al desplazamiento urbano. Con
el creciente número de personas
desplazadas en la ciudades. [...]
Rumbo Joven. Juventud y políticas
públicas en Colombia. Análisis de la
situación actual. [...]
Políticas Públicas de Juventud en América
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en San Andrés?
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Las opiniones de la isla hacia el proceso de paz y los
puntos de negociación, no han hecho mucho ruido en
los medios del país.
26 Junio - Opinión
By Carlos Heinz

El fin de semana pasado arrancó el piloto de sustitución
de cultivos en Briceño, Antioquia.
26 Junio - Opinión
By Eduardo Briceño

Ciudadanos pasando del Dicho al Hecho.
"Del Dicho al Hecho" es un laboratorio ciudadano donde
grupos de personas están proponiendo ideas
innovadoras, concretas y replicables para impulsar una
cultura de paz en el país..
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